The 1858 Cents Of Provincial Canada – Volumes I & II
“Anyone interested in studying Victorian coins of any
denomination would gain from reviewing the material presented
here, both in content and in style.”
Canadian Coin News
“Turner has elevated the bar in Canadian numismatic research.”
Canadian Numismatic Journal
“From beginning to end this book is a quality production that
will be a handsome addition to any numismatic library.”
David Lange, Numismatic Author
Two volume set available for $135 USD. $20 USD S&H
added to all orders. Paypal or cleared personal checks
accepted. Order from the author at rob1953@cox.net

This hardcover two volume set includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A full description of the political and economic events
leading to Canadian decimal coinage.
An informative history of the Canadian provincial coinage,
including extensive descriptions of the minting process.
Die catalogs (two pages per die) for both the 1858 cents and
the 1859 wide 9 over 8 cents.
The relative rarities of each obverse die, reverse die, and die
marriage used to mint 1858 and 1859 wide 9 over 8 cents.
Nearly 600 full color photographs to assist readers in
attributing coins.
Volume I has 330 pages. Volume II contains 136 pages.

Dies & Diadems
Have you ever wondered how,
or why, certain design features
and flaws appeared on some
Victorian cents, but not
others? If you have, then this
beautiful 302 page hardcover
book is for you.
Dies & Diadems presents a
matrix, punch, and die study
for the entire Victorian cent
series, minted from 1858 to
1901.
Knowing
the
relationships between these
minting tools allows readers to
understand how die varieties
propagated throughout the
series. The book contains:
•
•
•

Detailed descriptions and photographs of the transitions from
the Provincial obverse design through the five Dominion
obverse designs.
Detailed descriptions and photographs of the transitions from
the Provincial reverse design through the two Dominion
reverse designs.
A comprehensive die catalog (one page per die) of obverse
and reverse dies used to mint the cents of 1891, the most
interesting year of the series.

Dies & Diadems available for $100 USD. $20 USD S&H
added to all orders. Paypal or cleared personal checks
accepted. Order from the author at rob1953@cox.net

If you order one book, or all three books, you still only pay $20
USD shipping & handling.
•
•
•
•

•

The relative rarities of the dies and die marriages used in
1891 with mintage estimates for the six major 1891 varieties.
Introduction of a die numbering system that covers the entire
Victorian cent series.
Graphic diagrams showing how the various minting tools
related to each other.
Over 700 high resolution, full color photographs that
wonderfully illustrate the points being discussed. Many
photographs depict beautiful mint state coins from the
author's collection.
A few surprises for even
veteran collectors.

“Dies & Diadems…lives up
to the author’s established
record
of
producing
outstanding
specialist
reference material.”
Canadian Coin News
"Dies & Diadems delivers the
most in-depth and interesting
analysis of this series
available anywhere.
The
book should be required
reading for any Victorian
decimal collector."
Canadian Numis. Journal

